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The mechanism of formation of the superconductor Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+x}$ (Bi-2212) has been an open question since its discovery in 1988. By controlling crystal growth through the use of biopolymers as multivalent cation chelating agents, it is demonstrated through X-ray diffraction and thermogravimetric analysis, that it is the formation of a mixed metal carbonate eutectic that promotes the formation of the target phase. X-ray diffraction experiments, supported by infrared spectroscopy, identify this phase as (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$. This knowledge allows to further reduce the eutectic melting point by the incorporation of a biopolymer rich in potassium ions, resulting in the scalable formation of Bi-2212 at a temperature 50 °C lower than has been achieved previously.

1. Introduction

The development of high-temperature superconducting (HTS) materials is essential for a future of efficient energy transmission, high-power electrical machines, and novel devices.[1] Several promising families of HTS materials exist, and among these, the rare-earth based R-123 family (so-called “second generation” HTS) is presently the leading candidate for widespread application. However, in the face of strong industrial demand for an isotropic, round-wire conductor, recent work[2] on the processing of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+x}$ (Bi-2212) has yielded a significant improvement in materials performance that has provided a second contender. Nonetheless, there are still difficulties in the synthesis of phase-pure product in a scalable manner. Successful syntheses of phase-pure superconductors can readily be achieved, although requiring expensive and demanding techniques such as plasma vapor deposition,[3] continuous substrate texturing protocols[4-5] or seed-growth crystal pulling.[6] These techniques are not scalable and therefore preclude them from use in the generation of quantities for commercial exploitation. One possibility to achieve scalability is to produce HTS materials via a sol–gel synthesis.[7-11] Sol–gel synthesis of superconductors generally involves the dispersion of precursor metal salts in solution, often including complexing or stabilizing agents, to form a homogeneous “sol.” On calcination, metal salts decompose to single or mixed precursor phases, typically oxides or carbonates, prior to a final reaction yielding the target mixed metal oxide of correct stoichiometry. These syntheses however invariably result in the formation of large crystallites of metal carbonates that are stable throughout calcination that results in the formation of unwanted associate phases and also alters the final stoichiometry of the superconductor.[12] It has been postulated that calcium may be present in the synthesis of Bi-2212 at elevated temperatures as calcium carbonate, which aids in the melting of SrCO$_3$ by forming a low melting point eutectic mixture,[13] which would ensure complete melting and subsequent availability of calcium and strontium ions for Bi-2212 growth, but this has never been conclusively determined.

Here, an in-depth study focusing on the role of the mixed metal carbonate in pure phase Bi-2212 is presented. We demonstrate the significance of mixed metal carbonate through phase evolution studies using X-ray diffraction and thermogravimetric analysis, highlighting the importance of composition...
and particle size as controlled through the incorporation of biopolymers in to the synthesis of Bi-2212. Enhanced reactivity of the mixed metal carbonate phase was achieved by restricting nucleation and growth to the nanoscale; and enhanced degradation was demonstrated as a function of the changing composition. With this knowledge, acceleration of mixed metal carbonate degradation, and thus eutectic melting point reduction, was achieved through the introduction of a potassium ion-rich biopolymer, resulting in formation of Bi-2212 at a temperature 50 °C lower than has been achieved previously.

2. Biopolymer-Chelated Syntheses of Bi-2212

Full experimental details can be found in the Experimental Section, but briefly, a typical synthesis of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_8$ (Bi-2212) involves the addition of a chelating biopolymer (chitosan, dextran, xyloglucan or pectin-K$^+$) to stoichiometric concentrations of metal nitrates in an ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)-stabilized aqueous solution.$^{[8,13,14]}$ The resultant gel is then dried for 24 h and calcined at 850 °C for 2 h with a 5 or a 1 °C min$^{-1}$ rate of heating. EDTA is added in order to facilitate the full dissolution of Bi(NO$_3$)$_3$ and prevent the precipitation of associated bismuth phases such as bismuth subnitrate (e.g., Bi$_4$O(OH)$_3$(NO$_3$)$_3$ and other stoichiometries).$^{[15]}$

Powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) analysis confirmed the dominant phase to be Bi-2212 (Figure S1, Supporting Information), with a small proportion of Bi$_2$Sr$_3$O$_7$ present as an impurity phase. Bi$_2$Sr$_3$O$_7$ is only present in syntheses using low wt% (45 wt% vs metal nitrates) xyloglucan and pectin-K$^+$ biopolymers, but is not present when higher wt% biopolymer (181.5 wt% vs metal nitrates) is used. No significant quantities of impurities are detected in products from high or low wt% chitosan- and dextran-based precursors. These results are summarized in Table 1.

A control sample, generated from a dried metal nitrate solution without any chelating agent under an identical calcination regime is shown (Figure S2, Supporting Information) to have a markedly lower purity of the final product. In this case, Bi-2212 is formed only as a minority phase, with phases such as Bi$_2$O$_3$, Sr$_2$CuO$_3$, and CuO prevalent, owing to the uncontrolled sintering and growth of these associate phases. This reveals a function of EDTA second to that of chelating agent for solubilising bismuth nitrate, where carbonization at high temperatures either prevents these phases from forming, or provides an effective “cocoon” around associate phases, thereby restricting their growth to the nanoscale and enabling them to melt and be available for further reactions to form the Bi-2212 product. This hypothesis is based on experimental observation reported previously in other biotemplated superconductor syntheses, e.g., refs. [8,16]. When chelating agents such as biopolymers are used, a high purity of the final Bi-2212 product is achieved despite very short dwell times (2 h) and a fast temperature ramp (5 °C min$^{-1}$) during calcination (Figure S1, Supporting Information). At a slower ramp rate of 1 °C min$^{-1}$ (with the same dwell time and temperature), all biopolymers yield products with greater proportions of impurities (Figure S3, Supporting Information), even at the higher wt% of biopolymer, suggesting slow ramp rates are detrimental to the Bi-2212 synthesis. We attribute this to the breakdown of the carbonaceous cocoon and also to the loss of bismuth from volatile bismuth-rich phases during prolonged heating.

Studies by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) reveal the prominent plate-like morphology associated with large blocking layer (i.e., the layer between Cu$_x$O planes in the unit cell, large classified as >1 nm) perovskite-like superconductors (Figure S4, Supporting Information).$^{[17]}$ Chemical composition and crystallographic structure are confirmed with energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED), respectively (Figure S5, Supporting Information). In all samples, a high purity of product is observed, with no correlation between particle size and biopolymer content.

Superconductivity in all materials was determined by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, with the superconducting critical temperature ($T_c$) for each product observed from magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measurements (Figure S6, Supporting Information). These revealed that $T_c$ ranged between 77 and 80 K across all the samples. In samples prepared using higher wt% of chitosan, xyloglucan, and pectin-K$^+$, a 1–3 K improvement in $T_c$ is observed. No appreciable difference in $T_c$ is observed for samples prepared from dextran precursors, since the products are phase pure from both higher and lower wt% precursors. Low $T_c$ values obtained from biotemplated Bi-2212 products, and small differences between individual samples, was attributed to the non-optimal and variable degree of oxygenation of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+y}$ as a result of static calcination in air (as opposed to flowing oxygen), where optimal $T_c$ (reported between 80 and 95 K) occurs at $x = 0.16^{[18–20]}$.

3. Evolution of the Bi-2212 Phase

In order to ascertain the mechanism of formation of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+y}$ (Bi-2212), a phase evolution study was conducted through the introduction of slow heating rates. This hypothesis is based on experimental observation reported previously in other biotemplated superconductor syntheses, e.g., refs. [8,16]. When chelating agents such as biopolymers are used, a high purity of the final Bi-2212 product is achieved despite very short dwell times (2 h) and a fast temperature ramp (5 °C min$^{-1}$) during calcination (Figure S1, Supporting Information). At a slower ramp rate of 1 °C min$^{-1}$ (with the same dwell time and temperature), all biopolymers yield products with greater proportions of impurities (Figure S3, Supporting Information), even at the higher wt% of biopolymer, suggesting slow ramp rates are detrimental to the Bi-2212 synthesis. We attribute this to the breakdown of the carbonaceous cocoon and also to the loss of bismuth from volatile bismuth-rich phases during prolonged heating.

Studies by scanning and transmission electron microscopy (SEM and TEM) reveal the prominent plate-like morphology associated with large blocking layer (i.e., the layer between Cu$_x$O planes in the unit cell, large classified as >1 nm) perovskite-like superconductors (Figure S4, Supporting Information).$^{[17]}$ Chemical composition and crystallographic structure are confirmed with energy-dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED), respectively (Figure S5, Supporting Information). In all samples, a high purity of product is observed, with no correlation between particle size and biopolymer content.

Superconductivity in all materials was determined by superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry, with the superconducting critical temperature ($T_c$) for each product observed from magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measurements (Figure S6, Supporting Information). These revealed that $T_c$ ranged between 77 and 80 K across all the samples. In samples prepared using higher wt% of chitosan, xyloglucan, and pectin-K$^+$, a 1–3 K improvement in $T_c$ is observed. No appreciable difference in $T_c$ is observed for samples prepared from dextran precursors, since the products are phase pure from both higher and lower wt% precursors. Low $T_c$ values obtained from biotemplated Bi-2212 products, and small differences between individual samples, was attributed to the non-optimal and variable degree of oxygenation of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{8+y}$ as a result of static calcination in air (as opposed to flowing oxygen), where optimal $T_c$ (reported between 80 and 95 K) occurs at $x = 0.16^{[18–20]}$.
conducted. In a representative study, precursors for Bi-2212 prepared with dextran were calcined with consistent dwell times and heating ramp rates (2 h and 5 \(^\circ\)C min\(^{-1}\), respectively) and differing calcination temperatures (300, 400, 500, 600, 800, 820, and 850 \(^\circ\)C) (Figure 1a). The general phase evolution was determined from identifying the emergence and fate of various associate phases (Figure 1b), and this showed strong agreement with comparative studies with chitosan, xyloglucan, and pectin-K\(^+\) (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Chitosan, dextran, and xyloglucan-rich precursors follow similar phase evolution, with the formation of mixed carbonate (Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_x\))CO\(_3\), where \(x\) is the molar fraction of Ca\(^{2+}\), denoted \(x\)(Ca); Bi\(_2\)CuO\(_4\) or Bi\(_{12}\)CuO\(_{19}\), CuO and Bi\(_4\)(Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_x\))O\(_7\) by 400 \(^\circ\)C. Xyloglucan and dextran precursors also yield a reduced Cu\(_2\)O phase by 300 \(^\circ\)C before subsequent oxidation at higher temperature. The mixed carbonate phase remains detectable until 800 \(^\circ\)C, while Bi-rich phases and CuO sinter to form a Ca-poor Bi\(_2\)Sr\(_2\)CuO\(_6\) (Bi-2201) phase as well as a Cu-poor Bi\(_2\)Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_1+x\)O\(_7\) phase by the same temperature. Between 820 and 850 \(^\circ\)C, fully efficient melting of these associate phases takes place to yield the target Bi-2212 phase.

With this unambiguous identification of a mixed metal carbonate phase, we then examined the effect that the potassium ion-rich biopolymer pectin-K\(^+\) had on the synthesis of Bi-2212. The introduction of potassium ions causes depression of the melting point of the mixed carbonate phase, leading to target phase evolution at a lower temperature. Although suggestions of associate phase melting point depression with K\(^+\)/Na\(^+\) present during calcination have appeared recently,[16,21–23] the mechanism has not been explicitly demonstrated. Monovalent cation-rich syntheses have also been demonstrated in molten salts,[24,25] thus the nature of the growth described here can be thought of as an amalgam of the two synthetic approaches. Atomic absorption elemental analysis (Table 2) confirmed that pectin-K\(^+\) (K\(^+\) = 9.2 wt\%) is significantly richer by mass in monovalent cations than any other biopolymer used in this study.

With pectin-K\(^+\) present in the synthesis, only CuO is detected crystallographically at 400 \(^\circ\)C. The mixed carbonate phase is detected only by 500 \(^\circ\)C as a minor phase before rising to full prominence at 600 \(^\circ\)C. Almost complete decomposition has taken place by 700 \(^\circ\)C. Bismuth phases (e.g., Bi\(_2\)Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_{1+x}\)O\(_7\), and Bi\(_4\)(Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_x\))O\(_7\)) and Bi-2201 evolve in a similar manner to the other precursors, however almost complete decomposition and sintering of these phases occurs between 700 and 800 \(^\circ\)C when Bi-2212 is clearly detected. The addition of pectin-K\(^+\) therefore results in the formation of Bi-2212 at \(\approx 50\) \(^\circ\)C lower than has been previously reported.

With pectin-K\(^+\) present in the synthesis, only CuO is detected crystallographically at 400 \(^\circ\)C. The mixed carbonate phase is detected only by 500 \(^\circ\)C as a minor phase before rising to full prominence at 600 \(^\circ\)C. Almost complete decomposition has taken place by 700 \(^\circ\)C. Bismuth phases (e.g., Bi\(_2\)Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_{1+x}\)O\(_7\), and Bi\(_4\)(Sr\(_{1-x}\)Ca\(_x\))O\(_7\)) and Bi-2201 evolve in a similar manner to the other precursors, however almost complete decomposition and sintering of these phases occurs between 700 and 800 \(^\circ\)C when Bi-2212 is clearly detected. The addition of pectin-K\(^+\) therefore results in the formation of Bi-2212 at \(\approx 50\) \(^\circ\)C lower than has been previously reported.

Table 2. Total mass of K\(^+\) and Na\(^+\) in the dry polysaccharide powders determined from atomic absorption analysis. The values were obtained immediately after calibration and post drift corrections.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polysaccharide</th>
<th>K(^+) [mg g(^{-1})]</th>
<th>Na(^+) [mg g(^{-1})]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chitosan</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dextran</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xyloglucan</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td>0.522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectin-K(^+)</td>
<td>92.06</td>
<td>2.245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. On the Nature of the (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ Mixed Metal Carbonate Phase

To track the evolution and degradation of the mixed metal carbonate phase in the complex precursors, a structural study was performed by pXRD on (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ products from dextran-rich syntheses of known stoichiometry (Figure 2a) in a study similar to previous work to establish the relationship between lattice parameters and composition, or obedience to Vegard’s law.[26]

Precursors calcined at 500 °C for 2 h with a 5 °C min$^{-1}$ heating ramp yield the orthorhombic mixed (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ phase for $x < 0.5$. This phase resembles calcium-doped strontianite, which has an orthorhombic unit cell (space group Pmcn) similar to strontianite (SrCO$_3$) and aragonite (CaCO$_3$). At $x = 0.5$, both orthorhombic and rhombohedral (strontium-doped calcite, space group $R\overline{3}c$) are present. Between $x = 0.5$ and $x = 0.75$, the formation of the rhombohedral phase is favored over the orthorhombic. Likewise, between $x = 0.2$ and 0.5, the formation of the orthorhombic phase is favored. This suggests that the cation of highest molar fraction dictates which phase dominates. Since the carbonate phase identified in phase evolution studies is of the orthorhombic phase, it is deduced that $x < 0.5$, and thus it is the orthorhombic phase which is of most interest.

Correlation between changes in lattice parameters and composition is observed from pXRD, where the center of peaks indexed to (111) and (021) in the orthorhombic phase shift to higher 2θ angles (i.e., smaller lattice spacing) with increasing $x$ from $x = 0$ to $x = 0.5$ (Figure 2b, left box). A similar relationship is also observed in the rhombohedral phase, as indicated by a shift of the (104) reflection to lower 2θ with decreasing $x$ (Figure 2b, right box).

In the case of the orthorhombic phase, $d$(111) is linearly related to $xCa$ in the initial precursor, which suggests full homogeneity of the precursor, and excellent agreement that the orthorhombic (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ phase obeys Vegard’s law (Figure 2c). The changing chemical composition of the mixed carbonate phase is also characterized by the modified energetics of various vibration modes of the carbonate ion by Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy (Figure S8a,b, Supporting Information). From $x = 0$ to $x = 0.3$, vibration modes $\nu_3E'$, $\nu_1A_1'$, and $\nu_4E'$ increase in energy linearly with $x$ due to a net increase in charge density with higher molar fraction of Ca$^{2+}$ withdrawing electron density from antibonding molecular orbitals in the carbonate ion [27] (Figure S8c, Supporting Information).

Thermal degradation of (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ was studied by comparing the composition of crystalline phases after calcination at various dwell temperatures. Under comparable calcination conditions, dextran-rich (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ precursors with initial molar ratio tailored to yield $x = 0.1$ were decomposed at 500, 600, and 700 °C (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The orthorhombic phase prevails in all samples. Thermal treatment at higher temperatures results in increasing $d$-spacings observed from the (111) diffraction peak, but also the emergence of a very minor fraction of CaO produced by separation of Ca$^{2+}$ from (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ and formation of the oxide phase as opposed to a separate...
carbonate between 600 and 700 °C. This is substantiated by considering the CaCO$_3$/CaO/CO$_2$ equilibrium at elevated temperatures. While a melting temperature of $T_m = 1619$ °C is given for calcite, this is unrealistic in an open reaction environment, given the propensity for CaCO$_3$ to decompose to CaO while liberating CO$_2$. In an open system, effluence of CO$_2$ away from Carbonate in the Mechanism of Bi-2212 Growth
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Figure 3. Monitoring changing $x$ in (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ with temperature. $x$[Ca] is determined from pXRD phase evolution study patterns to decrease linearly with $T$. Chitosan 181.5 wt% (circle data points, dashed line); dextran 1815 wt% (cross data points, dot-dash line) and xyloglucan 181.5 wt% (square data points, dotted line) show similar trends. Pectin-K$^+$ 181.5 wt% (star data points, solid line) shows a faster decrease in $x$[Ca] with a lower final degradation temperature.

Supporting Information), suggesting the Bi-2212 synthesis environment promotes leaching of Ca$^{2+}$. A small change in $x$[Ca] is attributed to increasing crystallinity at higher $T$ due to the greater vibrational energy available, and minor leaching resulting in CaO formation as discussed above.

Similar pXRD analysis of phase evolution studies from chitosan and xyloglucan precursors reveal comparable trends (Figure 3), with $T_{x[Ca]} = 776$ and 778 °C and $x$[Ca]$_{550 \text{ °C}} = 0.32$ and 0.25, respectively, suggesting comparable carbonate decomposition is occurring in similar environments. With K$^+$-pectin precursors, a faster Ca$^{2+}$ leaching rate is observed (Figure 3). Although crystalline carbonate is detected only between 550 and 700 °C, comparative analysis reveals a much higher Ca$^{2+}$ content ($x$[Ca]$_{776 \text{ °C}} = 0.4$) and a lower $T_{x[Ca]} = 776$ °C.

This, coincident with an earlier formation of the target phase, is attributed to the high K$^+$ content compared to other precursors.

This analysis is in good agreement with data from thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) (Figure S11, Supporting Information). At low $T$ (20–450 °C), from all precursors, mass loss occurs in three stages: between 20 and 100 °C there is a loss of volatiles (i.e., water (blue)), at 200 °C carbonization of organics (polymers, EDTA) occurs together with loss of NO$_x$ following degradation of nitrates (cyan), and at 400–450 °C final combustion of the amorphous carbon matrix takes place (green). At high $T$ (450–1100 °C), after final combustion of the organics, a progressive mass loss occurs with all precursors, with a sudden change in rate at approximately 776 °C, attributed to full degradation of the carbonate phase and initial formation of the Bi-2212 eutectic. DSC reveals extra endothermic activity in pectin-K$^+$ compared to xyloluglucan. A single prominent melting event occurs from xyloluglucan beginning at 810 °C (maximum 855 °C), attributed to the Bi-2212 eutectic. An additional earlier lower $T$ endothermic melting event occurs in the presence of pectin-K$^+$ starting at 720 °C (maximum 780 °C), attributed to a faster K$^+$-mediated carbonate degradation which depresses the temperature at which Bi-2212 eutectic is formed. This mass loss is attributed to a disproportionately higher rate of loss of Ca$^{2+}$ compared to Sr$^{2+}$ from the (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ phase, causing the loss of one CO$_2$ molecule per metal ion and the subsequent sequestration of Ca$^{2+}$ (and Sr$^{2+}$) into a developing associate phase. The presence of K$^+$ increases the rate at which this occurs leading to $T_m$ depression. This phenomenon is summarized in comparison to the general mechanism in Figure 4.

While the formation and degradation of the mixed carbonate phase is comparable from both K$^+$-rich and K$^+$-poor precursors, accelerated degradation of the carbonate resulting in a depressed $T_m$ results in a lower Bi-2212 eutectic.

Finally, to highlight the fate of Ca$^{2+}$ and Sr$^{2+}$ as the carbonate decomposes, a global reaction scheme is shown in Figure 5. This details the proportions of different phases versus $T$, with the proportion taken against the intensity of most intense pXRD peak of each phase. The degradation of the carbonate phase can be observed as the evolution of the strontium rich phase Bi-2201 occurs, between 550 and 600 °C, also accompanied by a reduction in the proportion of the alkali earth metal-poor phase Bi$_2$CuO$_4$. It is suggested that the degradation of carbonate leading to formation of oxides occurs with

5. The Role of the (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ Mixed Metal Carbonate in the Mechanism of Bi-2212 Growth

By using $d$(111) versus $x$[Ca] values from pure (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ samples as a calibration, the composition of the mixed metal carbonate phase in phase evolution studies of Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_8$ (Bi-2212) can be determined (Figure 3).

At $T = 400$ °C, $x$[Ca] = 0.25, after which $x$[Ca] decreases linearly with $T$ until 770 °C, where $x$[Ca] = 0. The same trend can be observed in the FTIR study (Figure S8, Supporting Information), where the $v_1E'$ vibration mode decreases in energy at higher $T$ as $x$[Ca] decreases. The same rate of loss of Ca$^{2+}$ is not observed in pure (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ samples (Figure S10, Supporting Information), suggesting the Bi-2212 synthesis environment promotes leaching of Ca$^{2+}$. A small change in $x$[Ca] is attributed to increasing crystallinity at higher $T$ due to the greater vibrational energy available, and minor leaching resulting in CaO formation as discussed above.

Similar pXRD analysis of phase evolution studies from chitosan and xyloglucan precursors reveal comparable trends (Figure 3), with $T_{x[Ca]} = 776$ and 778 °C and $x$[Ca]$_{550 \text{ °C}} = 0.32$ and 0.25, respectively, suggesting comparable carbonate decomposition is occurring in similar environments. With K$^+$-pectin precursors, a faster Ca$^{2+}$ leaching rate is observed (Figure 3). Although crystalline carbonate is detected only between 550 and 700 °C, comparative analysis reveals a much higher Ca$^{2+}$ content ($x$[Ca]$_{776 \text{ °C}} = 0.4$) and a lower $T_{x[Ca]} = 776$ °C. This, coincident with an earlier formation of the target phase, is attributed to the high K$^+$ content compared to other precursors.

This analysis is in good agreement with data from thermogravimetric analysis and differential scanning calorimetry (TGA/DSC) (Figure S11, Supporting Information). At low $T$ (20–450 °C), from all precursors, mass loss occurs in three stages: between 20 and 100 °C there is a loss of volatiles (i.e., water (blue)), at 200 °C carbonization of organics (polymers, EDTA) occurs together with loss of NO$_x$ following degradation of nitrates (cyan), and at 400–450 °C final combustion of the amorphous carbon matrix takes place (green). At high $T$ (450–1100 °C), after final combustion of the organics, a progressive mass loss occurs with all precursors, with a sudden change in rate at approximately 775 °C, attributed to full degradation of the carbonate phase and initial formation of the Bi-2212 eutectic. DSC reveals extra endothermic activity in pectin-K$^+$ compared to xyloluglucan. A single prominent melting event occurs from xyloluglucan beginning at 810 °C (maximum 855 °C), attributed to the Bi-2212 eutectic. An additional earlier lower $T$ endothermic melting event occurs in the presence of pectin-K$^+$ starting at 720 °C (maximum 780 °C), attributed to a faster K$^+$-mediated carbonate degradation which depresses the temperature at which Bi-2212 eutectic is formed. This mass loss is attributed to a disproportionately higher rate of loss of Ca$^{2+}$ compared to Sr$^{2+}$ from the (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca)$_x$CO$_3$ phase, causing the loss of one CO$_2$ molecule per metal ion and the subsequent sequestration of Ca$^{2+}$ (and Sr$^{2+}$) into a developing associate phase. The presence of K$^+$ increases the rate at which this occurs leading to $T_m$ depression. This phenomenon is summarized in comparison to the general mechanism in Figure 4.

While the formation and degradation of the mixed carbonate phase is comparable from both K$^+$-rich and K$^+$-poor precursors, accelerated degradation of the carbonate resulting in a depressed $T_m$ results in a lower Bi-2212 eutectic.

Finally, to highlight the fate of Ca$^{2+}$ and Sr$^{2+}$ as the carbonate decomposes, a global reaction scheme is shown in Figure 5. This details the proportions of different phases versus $T$, with the proportion taken against the intensity of most intense pXRD peak of each phase. The degradation of the carbonate phase can be observed as the evolution of the strontium rich phase Bi-2201 occurs, between 550 and 600 °C, also accompanied by a reduction in the proportion of the alkali earth metal-poor phase Bi$_2$CuO$_4$. It is suggested that the degradation of carbonate leading to formation of oxides occurs with
the preferential inclusion of strontium into the pre-existing Bi$_2$CuO$_4$ phase as opposed to forming a discrete SrO phase. Calcium is not incorporated into a bismuth cuprate phase until approximately 800 °C, where the Bi-2212 phase begins to form. Instead, the fate of calcium after the degradation of carbonate is to sequester into a bismuth oxide Bi$_2$Sr$_{x}$Ca$_{1-x}$O$_7$ to yield a bismuth-alkaline earth oxide with a higher proportion of alkaline earths (Bi$_2$Sr$_{3-x}$Ca$_{1+x}$O$_7$) instead of forming CaO. It must be mentioned that strontium liberated from the carbonate degradation is sequestered into this phase, as well as into Bi$_2$CuO$_4$. CuO degradation occurs gradually throughout the heating of the precursor, initially through growth of Bi$_2$CuO$_4$, followed by the formation of the Bi-2201 phase as both the carbonate phase and the Ca-containing Bi$_2$(Sr$_{3-x}$Ca$_{1+x}$)O$_7$ transforms to Bi$_2$(Sr$_{3-x}$Ca$_{1+x}$)O$_7$ (thus liberating a proportion of Bi$^{3+}$ ions) simultaneously.

6. Conclusion

The mechanism of formation of the superconductor Bi$_2$Sr$_2$CaCu$_2$O$_{9+\delta}$ (Bi-2212) has been shown for the first time. Through a rigorous study of target phase evolution via pXRD, FTIR, and TGA, we have unambiguously identified the mixed metal carbonate (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ as critical to the successful formation of the target phase. Furthermore, we conclude that the introduction of K$^+$ reduced the melting point of (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)CO$_3$ by ≈50 °C, enabling the formation of Bi-2212 at lower temperatures than have previously been achieved. Complementary studies also revealed the significance of the chemical
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**Figure 4.** The role of the carbonate phase in Bi-2212 phase evolution. a) Schematic detailing K$^+$-rich and b) K$^+$-poor precursors for Bi-2212. The general mechanism involving the carbonate phase is shown in three stages: i) carbonate embedded in associate phase bulk, ii) mass transport of Sr$^{2+}$ and Ca$^{2+}$ to the associate phase upon carbonate degradation, and iii) melting of the associate phase leading to Bi-2212 growth. K$^+$ reduces the melting temperature $T_m$ of the carbonate phase resulting in Bi-2212 growth at lower $T$.
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**Figure 5.** Global reaction diagram showing the mechanism of Bi-2212 growth. Qualitative analysis of pXRD patterns from phase evolution studies of dextran 1815 wt% products reveal the evolution of associate phases before Bi-2212 formation.
composition of (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)Co$_3$O$_4$ in preventing the formation of unwanted phases which would inhibit Bi-2212 phase evolution. It is envisaged that precursor phase control through the use of chelating agents and static molten salt processing can be further extended to other important functional materials in order to improve phase purity, for crystal engineering and as an effective protocol for materials discovery where previously desirable inorganic oxides can be obtained through successful degradation of otherwise stable unwanted phases. Through the enhancement of scalable sol–gel protocols, this also presents economical advantages in industrial applications, where shortened synthesis times, lower heating temperatures and high yields of phase-pure product could reduce manufacturing costs, reduce wastage, and increase metal oxide performance.

7. Experimental Section

Materials and Methods: All the metal nitrates (Bi(NO$_3$)$_3$·5H$_2$O, Sr(NO$_3$)$_2$, Ca(NO$_3$)$_2$·4H$_2$O, and Cu(NO$_3$)$_2$·2.5H$_2$O), anhydrous ethylene diaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), chitosan (medium molecular weight, viscosity 200–800 cP when 1 wt% in 1% acetic acid) and esterified pectin from citrus peel (potassium salt) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. Dextran (M = 75 000) was purchased from Fluka, UK. Glacial acetic acid and ammonium hydroxide solution were purchased from Fisher Scientific, UK. Xyloglucan was a gift from W.O. Deionized water (18.2 MΩ cm) was obtained from an in-house Milli-Q PureLab Ultra water purifier system. All materials were used as supplied and not purified further.

Formation of Aqueous Precursors: 0.4851 g bismuth nitrate pentahydrate (0.1 μ), 0.1181 g calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (0.05 μ), 0.2116 g strontium nitrate (0.1 μ), 0.2326 g copper nitrate pentahydrate (0.1 μ), and 0.5 g anhydrous EDTA (0.17 μ) were suspended in 10 mL deionized water with the addition of 300 μL ammonium hydroxide (1.44 μ) before covering and heating to 80 °C while stirring for 5 min to yield a blue solution.

Formation of Polysaccharide Gels: Chitosan, xyloglucan, and pectin-K$^+$ were solubilized in 50 mL deionized water to yield 2 wt% (i.e., 1 g in 50 mL). For xyloglucan and pectin, dissolution occurs over 2 h at 80 °C under vigorous stirring yielding colorless, homogenous, viscous solutions. For chitosan, insoluble polysaccharide was suspended in deionized water and vigorously stirred while 600 μL glacial acetic acid was added. Complete dissolution under stirred occurred over 16 h yielding a viscous yellow homogenous solution. Dextran requires no preliminary treatment. Polysaccharide/Bi-2212 precursor solutions were mixed by stirring at 80 °C for 15 min before gel formation. Typically, 1 mL of Bi-2212 precursor was mixed with 10 mL or 2.5 mL of polysaccharide solution depending on the wt% biopolymer under investigation. For dextran, 1 mL Bi-2212 precursor was added to 2 or 0.5 g dextran and mixed until dissolved to yield a viscous paste. All aqueous precursors were transferred to Petri dishes and dried for 16–24 h. For the (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)Co$_3$O$_4$ study precursors, dextran precursors were generated as described above (1 mL Bi-2212 with 0.5 g dextran) from mixtures of 0.4 μ Ca(NO$_3$)$_2$ and 0.4 μ Sr(NO$_3$)$_2$ yielding a mixed nitrate solution of 0.1 μ final concentration Ca/Sr$^{2+}$. The ratio by which they were mixed was dependent on the desired doping of calcium required, i.e., value of $x$ in (Sr$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)Co$_3$O$_4$.

Calcination Procedures: In a typical calcination for generation of Bi-2212 superconductor, precursors were fired at 850 °C for 2 h in alumina crucibles with a heating ramp of 5 °C min$^{-1}$ yielding a brittle, black solid. Ramp rate and dwell temperature were adjusted as described for the phase evolution study and the slow heating ramp of 1 °C min$^{-1}$. Precursors and protocols were adjusted for the mixed carbonate studies as described.

Characterization: All powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD) was conducted on ethanoic dispersions of pulverized sample deposited on Si wafers on a Bruker D8 Advance powder X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα ($\lambda = 0.154$ nm) radiation source and a Lynx-Eye detector. Diffraction patterns were analyzed using the following JCPDS cards for phase identification:

Superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) measurements were conducted in a Quantum Design MPMS-SS or 5T SQUID magnetometer equipped with a 5 T superconducting magnet on pulverized samples placed in gelatin capsules. TEM was conducted on dispersions dried onto carbon coated Cu grids using a JEOL JEM 1200 TEM. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were taken with a 4 s exposure onto Kodak TEM film at a camera length of 100 cm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was conducted on desiccated samples mounted on aluminum stubs with carbon pads using a JEOL 5600 SEM operating at various acceleration voltages as appropriate. Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDXA) was conducted on TEM or SEM with an ISIS Link analysis module and Oxford Instruments X-ray detection unit. Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy was conducted on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One ATR-FTIR spectrometer from dry powders. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) combined with DSC was conducted on a Netzsch STA 409 EP simultaneous thermogravimetric analyzer with TASC 414/5 controller system on dry powders placed in alumina crucibles, with heating between room temperature and 1100 °C at a ramp rate of 5 °C min$^{-1}$. Supporting Information

Supporting Information including color versions of Figures 1–5 (as Figures S12–S16) is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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